Portland General Electric (PGE) owned and operated Marmot Dam as part of its Bull Run Hydropower Project (Esler, 2009) . In 2002, PGE announced it would surrender its operating license and decommission the hydropower project because of anticipated high operation and maintenance costs relative to revenue (Esler, 2009 (Esler, 2009) . At the time it was removed, the dam was brimful with sediment covered by a veneer (as much as 5 feet 
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upstream of the concrete structure, diverting the Sandy River around both the coffer and concrete dams, installing wells and pumps to dewater and stabilize the cofferdam and underlying sediment, removing about 20,000 m 3 of sediment between the coffer and concrete dams, and then demolishing and removing the concrete structure. Once the concrete dam was removed, the cofferdam could be breached.
Heavy rainfall, a rising river, and a discharge forecast for 68 m 3 /s prompted PGE to initiate the breaching process at about 1000 Pacific daylight time (PDT) on October 19, 2007. Pumps dewatering the cofferdam and underlying sediment were shut off and removed beginning about 1200 PDT. At about 1330 PDT, water began seeping through the earthen dam, triggering small but growing mass failures on its downstream face (Major and others, 2008) . At about 1700 PDT, with the river flowing at nearly 50 m 3 /s, the cofferdam crest was intentionally notched and water began spilling. An initial channel about 2 to 3 m wide and 1 m deep developed at the dam crest and on the dam face (Grant and others, 2008) . By 1720 the notch was 3 to 4 m wide and about 1 to 2 m deep, and the channel on the dam face had developed multiple 2-to 3-m-high steps. The steps on the dam face migrated upstream at a rate of as much as meters per minute (Grant and others, 2008) , but the notch at the dam crest did not actively incise until 1745 PDT, when the steps on the dam face coalesced, intercepted the dam crest, and formed a few-meters-high knickpoint that then migrated rapidly upstream. At that time, flow vigorously enlarged the breach and rapidly released the small volume of impounded water (see Major and others, 2008) . By 1800 PDT, the river had incised vertically through the earthen dam; it then began eroding laterally, and by 2330 PDT had removed the dam completely.
The fluvial response of the Sandy River to breaching of the cofferdam and sudden exposure to a large quantity of coarse, unconsolidated sediment was monitored intensively. Part of the removal and postremoval monitoring effort included timelapse photographic documentation of erosion of the temporary cofferdam and consequent erosion of the stored sediment. This report provides time-lapse imagery from several cameras placed around the valley reach where the thickest part of the impounded sediment was stored. Detailed discussions of the dam breach and consequent fluvial response can be found in Major and others (2008) , O'Connor and others (2008), Grant and others (2008) , Wallick and others (2008) , Keith and others (2009) , Podolak and Wilcock (2009) , and Major and others (2010) .
Cameras and Camera Network Camera Network
Five single-lens reflex (SLR) cameras were placed around the lower 300 m of the Marmot Dam reservoir ( fig. 2) . Initially, one camera was placed downstream of the cofferdam looking upstream (camera 3); two cameras were placed near the cofferdam crest looking across the reservoir (cameras 2 and 5), and two cameras were placed along the north and south shores of the reservoir about 300 meters upstream of the cofferdam and having views looking downstream (cameras 1 and 4). After the breaching and following erosion of much of the sediment in the lowermost reach of the reservoir, camera 5 was relocated to the position of camera 4, but with a view looking upstream, and renamed camera 5b. Camera 2 was relocated farther up the reservoir reach and placed to have a view looking upstream; it was renamed camera 2b ( fig. 2;  table 1 ). Following breaching, the demolition crew for PGE removed the building on which camera 3 was mounted. That camera was consequently moved a few tens of meters and mounted to a pedestrian bridge that crossed the river, but it maintained its upstream view. 
Cameras
We used Canon Rebel XTi digital SLR cameras having 10-megapixel resolution for this study. Each camera was driven by an external timer (a modified Canon TC-80N3 camera controller) that could be set to take photographs at a desired interval. Each camera was powered by an external 12VDC deep-cycle battery via a 12VDC adapter, and each was enclosed in an environmental housing ( fig. 3) . Full-resolution images (3,888 x 2,592 pixels) were stored onsite within each camera on 8GB compact flash cards. Depending on the photograph interval chosen, storage cards needed to be changed at intervals ranging from a few weeks to a few months.
Photograph Intervals
Initially, each camera was set to take one photograph per hour. Shortly before the breaching, however, the camera controllers were reset to take pictures more frequently (table  1) . Cameras 1, 2, 3, and 5 were set to take pictures every 10 minutes, and camera 4 was set to take pictures every 20 minutes because it was in a less accessible location than were the other cameras. Image acquisition was not synchronized among the cameras, however. On the afternoon of October 20, 2007, the day following the breach, camera controllers were again reset to take pictures every 30 minutes. The cameras continued to take pictures every 30 minutes until they were pulled from the site in May and June 2008.
Camera Power Adapter
Power Input Timer A B Figure 3 . Example of camera system used to obtain imagery. A, Camera 4 field station; view looking down reservoir. B, Camera, timer, and power adapter inside weatherproof box.
Time-Lapse Movies
This report provides a suite of time-lapse movies that were compiled from the imagery. Instead of using all the images obtained, we used only a selection of pictures to make the time-lapse movies. The period covered by each timelapse movie varies, and is chiefly a function of changes in camera positioning or changes in the field of view. The movie clips, provided in MPEG1 format, typically begin with highfrequency images obtained shortly before breaching of the cofferdam. Within a few days of dam breaching, however, the movies switch to using lower frequency daily photographs. Owing to weather-related difficulties, the daily images are discontinuous in some of movies. In each time-lapse movie, the date and, when appropriate, local time (Pacific daylight time, PDT; or Pacific standard time, PST) are provided in the corner of the image frame. Scale is occasionally provided by people captured in the images. In some images, square pieces of orange plywood used as targets for photogrammetric control are visible. Those targets measure approximately 50 cm by 50 cm in size. We do not provide a time-lapse movie from the imagery obtained from the initial position of camera 5 because its field of view was blocked by construction equipment at the time of breaching and shortly thereafter. Within 1 week of breaching, that camera was relocated to a new position (station 5b). Cam5b.m1v.-Time-lapse clip that shows an upstreamlooking wide-angle view of changes along the Sandy River channel in the upper reservoir reach as seen from the north (right) shore of the reservoir from October 26, 2007 , to May 29, 2008 . This camera is colocated with camera 4 but looks upstream rather than downstream. The clip contains discontinuous daily images.
Description of Time-lapse Movie Content
